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Solutions





	

By use case





	
Multilingual Communication & Collaboration
Scale internationally with speed, accuracy and enhanced machine translations


	
Global Customer Service & Support
Support an international customer base with fast, accurate language translation tools including speech to text


	
Forensics & eDiscovery
Accurate, instant language translation to uncover the right information at the right time


	
Content Localization
Transform your international workforce with near instant language translation, including speech to text


	
Education & eLearning
Translate educational and e-learning content


	
Big Data Analysis for Government
Enhance efficiency, speed, and accuracy in processing multilingual information


	

Try our product!


Use SYSTRAN Translate live to translate some text












	

By industry





	Financial Services
	Life Sciences & Healthcare
	Technology & IT Services
	Retail & E-commerce
	Manufacturing
	Defense & Security
	Language Services Provider
	Transportation & Travel
	Gaming










	

Products





	

MACHINE TRANSLATION





	Server
	
SYSTRAN translate Server
On-premise translation solution for large corporate clients


	
SYSTRAN translate Private Cloud
Dedicated Private Cloud translation solution for corporate scale


	Model training
	
SYSTRAN model studio
Take quality to the next level with translation model customization




	Cloud
	
SYSTRAN translate PRO
Secure online translation tool !


	
SYSTRAN translate Enterprise
Advanced translation tools mean better communication for your team


	
SYSTRAN translate API
Integrated machine translation technology into your applications


	

Try our product!


Use SYSTRAN Translate live to translate some text












	

Highlights





	
Integrations
SYSTRAN translation where you need it


	
Neural Fuzzy Adaptation (NFA)
Adaptive translation directly from your Translation Memories


	
Browser extension
Web page translation at your fingertips


	
Speech Add-on
Translate your voice to text in any language












	

Resources





	



TECHNICAL





	
API Documentation
Explore our API documentation


	
Language Catalog
50 years of know-how leveraged by technological excellence


	
Papers & Publications
Where academia meets innovation










GO FURTHER





	
Customer Stories
Our customers say it best


	
Blog
Discover everything you have to know about MT on our blog


	
Webinars
Customer talks, case studies… Explore all our webinars 


	
Events
Meet our team !











	

SUPPORT





	
Help center 
Find answers to your questions and solutions to your problems


	
Contact us
From general inqueries to specific needs our team is here to help












	

Company





	



ABOUT US





	
Who we are
More than 50 years of MT innovation started in 1968


	
50 Years of MT Innovation
Our R&D team stays on top of the latest advances in linguistics and natural language processing










WORK WITH US





	
Careers
Learn and grow with us


	
Newsroom
Find the latest news on SYSTRAN Group











	

PARTNERS





	
Partnership
Expand your business today





Want to contact us


Need advice on our translation tool?














	

Pricing





	
PROFESSIONAL
SaaS solution for professionals with online subscription


	
ENTERPRISE
Solutions for enterprises (Public Cloud, Private Cloud, On-premise)


	
DEVELOPER
Cloud API to consume translation from third-party apps or workflows







	
Translate

	
Log in






	

English


	

Français


	

Español


	

日本語


	

한국어


	

Deutsch
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Start free trial




Log in
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The most comprehensive on-premise machine translation solution

Artificial intelligence & deep learning serving natural language processing




Contact us
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Trusted by leading brands
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SYSTRAN translate SERVER

A reference solution for enterprises and institutions

SYSTRAN unites the latest breakthroughs in Natural Language Processing research with the human expertise to carefully train and evaluate models. We use Transformer models, a neural network architecture that originated with Machine Translation, in a flavor and size specifically designed for the task of Machine Translation.

Our computational linguists curate a large catalogue of models to cover a large range of languages and domains and help you break the language barriers in your professional setting.

SYSTRAN translate Server, designed for large corporate clients with the highest security standards, meets the growing demand for instant, high quality, and secure translations.
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translate server

Autonomy & Adaptability

SYSTRAN translate Server, designed for Customer Infrastructure deployment, empowers organizations with a tailored and self-managed machine translation solution. By opting for Customer Infrastructure deployment, you have the flexibility to integrate the translation server directly into your existing infrastructure, ensuring a seamless fit with your specific requirements. Furthermore, you take control of the update process, managing updates to the translation server according to your schedule and preferences. This solution provides an efficient and customizable translation framework that aligns with the unique needs of each organization, offering autonomy and adaptability in the translation process.
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On-premise translation

A must for data security & compliance

SYSTRAN translate Server is our on-premise solution that can be deployed behind your firewall. The installation can be tailored to the performance and availability standards you require.

This secure architecture offers guaranteed privacy and safety. It adheres to your internal data security protocols, ensuring that sensitive information such as client data, confidential reports, and trade secrets remains within the confines of your information system.




Learn more
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Compatible with all Enterprise Plans


Model customization

Machine Translation works well in a generic context, but it doesn’t fully meet the expectations of professionals who are looking for a translation that is tailored to their industry and business jargon. Customization is the solution for improving the quality of translation output.

Create your own customized translation model – trained with your own translation memories or bilingual data – and increase your translation productivity significantly!




Contact us
Discover SYSTRAN model studio
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[image: Customize your professional translations with SYSTRAN model studio]
SYSTRAN model studio

Use your translation memories to create your own AI translation model in a few simple steps.
























SYSTRAN SOLUTIONS
Need a private cloud instead ?




Discover our private cloud
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Increased Productivity 




By harnessing the power of cutting-edge language translation technology within your organization’s infrastructure, you can streamline communication and collaboration processes like never before. With SYSTRAN, your team can focus on what they do best, while the software takes care of the rest, leading to improved efficiency and overall productivity.










New User Experience

Version 10 brings a brand-new user interface, designed to provide an intuitive and seamless experience. These changes include:

 

	Streamlined navigation
	Smoother workflow, ensuring your tasks are more manageable and your productivity is maximized
	Fresh, modern translate experience, ensuring a more immersive and user-centric translation journey
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Laurent Rochat

Vice President and Head of App at Lombard Odier






“By incorporating Machine Translation into our business processes, we have reduced our translation costs, which have been rapidly increasing as a result of our international expansion.”



















INTEGRATION

Integrated with the tools you love


SYSTRAN easily integrates with all your major applications, immediately upgrading your organization’s workflow with constant, always-on language translation capabilities.




Learn more
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CUSTOMIZATION

Providing translation solutions tailored to each industry








Forensics and E-discovery
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Big Data Analysis for Law Enforcement
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Multilingual Collaboration and Communication
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Global Customer Service and Support
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Content Localization
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FAQ

Find answers to your questions here

If for some reason your question is not here :










What is SYSTRAN translate Server?

















SYSTRAN translate server is our on-premise translation solution designed for large corporate clients with the highest security standards, meets the growing demand for instant, high quality, and secure translations

Our server solution translates all types of documents and files, including manuals, procedures, reports, presentations, product and support information, content applications, websites and audio files, with unlimited user access and no limits on translation volume.






What is the difference between SYSTRAN translate Server & translate Private Cloud?

















In essence, the difference lies in the hosting environment and infrastructure deployment. SYSTRAN Translate Server involves on-premises installation on a dedicated server, while SYSTRAN translate Private Cloud is a cloud-based deployment in a dedicated environment. The choice between these options could depend on factors such as organizational preferences, IT infrastructure, and specific use case requirements.






Which softwares are compatible with SYSTRAN translate Server?

















SYSTRAN seamlessly integrates with all your major applications (Relativity, ZenDesk, etc.) providing a distinct advantage by enabling precise and instant language translation.

















Join over +1000 companies using SYSTRAN



Expand your company and grow with SYSTRAN


14-day free trial
Discover our translate Server
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